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ABSTRACT
The most common communication disorders
clinically are speech and hearing impairment. With the
lengthening of life expectancy, hearing impairment has
become one of the most important issues in our society.
After medical or surgical therapeutic processes,
rehabilitation is the last resort to restore the capability of
communication. For speech and hearing disorders,
communication can usually be augmented by visual
stimulation, for example, by signs or text. Owing to the
development of the world-wide-web, not only can our
traditional oro-aural communication mode be replaced
by cyber-text and distant communication, but the
communication mode of the speech- or hearingimpaired people can also be substituted. For the
proposed techniques of data analysis, we can also build
a visual training tool for these patients, either for their
post-operation communication or for their later speech
rehabilitation period. The purpose of this research is to
build a visual training tool which recognizes the
sentence from the image sequences of speakers. At the
same time, many face images are taken from different
angles by digital cameras to build a vivid 3D human
head model. The recognized text drives the 3D human
head model to talk like a real person. There are three
parts in our framework: visual speech recognizer, 3D
head model generator, and talking face animation. The
integrated system is combined with the web-based
visual communication interface. Experimental results
show that the recognition rate is about 97 percent of 10
sentences for a specific person who speaks Mandarin.
1. INTRODUCTION
The development of visual communication tools for
hearing- or speech-impaired patients is made possible
due to advances in computer graphics and computer
vision. Many successful results can be found in
different applications such as speech training, e-learning,
tele-conference, and long-distance medical care. The
purpose of this research is to build a visual speech
recognition system which recognizes the Mandarin
sentence from the image sequences of speakers. At the

same time, many face images are taken from different
angles by digital cameras to build a life-like 3D human
head model. The recognized text drives the 3D human
head model to talk like a real normal person. With this
technology, speech- or hearing-impaired patients can
communicate and stay in contact through the internet.
Figure 1.1 shows the framework of the proposed
method. There are three parts in our framework: visual
speech recognizer, 3D head model generator, and
talking face animation. The assumption of this system is
sentence-based recognition on limited vocabulary for
specific patients.
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Figure 1.1: Framework Overview

For the visual speech recognizer, a spatialtemporal image differences (STID) method is used to
recognize limited Mandarin sentences from the same
speaker without voice. The image sequences of multiple
sentences are the training and testing data. Each
sequence of images of a sentence is a basic unit for the
training or testing data. The sequences of images
include the entire face region with complex background
(not limited only to the lip region as most visual speech
systems nowadays) under normal illumination. The
registration and crop process are executed through all
the image sequences. To remove the complex
background, frame difference accumulation is used to
distinguish the apparent moving part including the lip
movement. The lip region is located by using the (Hue,
Saturation, Intensity) HSI color model. After finding the

lip region, the center of lip region is easily calculated by
averaging the x-y coordinate of all the pixels upon the
lip region. For feature extraction, we propose using the
spatial and temporal features from image sequences.
The temporal difference image makes the recognizing
scheme more robust. The Euclidean Difference method
is used for recognition.
The contribution of this research is to propose
an integral visual education system for those patients
who cannot speak out with a voice or have the
difficulties hearing. The visual talking education tool is
developed for speech- or hearing-impaired patients by
showing the movement of lip to correct their
pronunciation. The proposed system combines the
recognition of Mandarin-speaking lip-movement
scheme and 3D animation functions with the remote
communication capability through the internet
environment. The capability of correcting the sentence
spoken by the speech- or hearing-impaired patients with
more precise sentence is also demonstrated. Unlike
other avatar systems, a new web-based visual
communication interface is proposed. The advantage of
our recognition method is simple and robust. With this
system, speech- or hearing-impaired patients would be
able to have visual communication as they meet the real
persons in remote position.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces previous related works. The
research methods describing how to build the visual
speech recognition system and the detailed algorithms
are explained in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe the
3D head model generation method and also explain the
talking face animation procedure in our system. Section
5 illustrates the experimental results. Finally, the
conclusions and future works are given.
2. RELATED WORKS
The bimodal audio-visual system has recently
attracted more attention in the speech recognition
research field. Matthews, et al. [3] reported methods of
extracting visual features for visual speech recognition.
Three methods for parameterizing lip image sequences
for recognition using hidden markov models are
compared. Silsbee and Bovik [4] conducted a survey of
the computer visual speech research. In visual speech
recognition, there are two kinds of approaches, contourbased and image-based, to extracting features from a lip
image. The contour-based approaches obtain features
from lip contours using edge information [5],
deformable templates [6], or active contour [7]. The
advantage of contour-based features is invariant under
spatial translation, rotation, scaling, and illumination.
However, important information, such as teeth and
tongue, is lost for the contour-based features [8]. The
feature extraction of image-based approaches involves
transformations with very little information reduction,
such as principal component analysis [9], wavelet [10],
and Fast Fourier Transform [11].

There are various techniques developed for 3D
human face reconstruction. For example, laser scanner
is used to get 3D coordinate value of object and build
3D model [12]; structured light is used to generate fixed
stripes on the object to get 3D coordinate value [13];
another method uses both frontal face and side-face to
build 3D model, and usually these two images are taken
on orthogonal basis [14][15] ; using the corresponding
point matching technique for computing two 3D
coordinate value is exploited to build a 3D face model
[16]; and image sequences are employed to reconstruct
the 3D face model [17][18]. Among the above methods,
some need special devices, while others need a lot of
manual adjustment.
For talking-head animation, Chandrasiri et al. [19]
presented a system for internet communications that
combines text chatting with a real-time 3D facial
expression synthesis – a talking head agent. Tao et al.
[20] addressed the compression issue of MPEG-4 facial
animation parameters for transmission of talking head.
Life-like talking face animation with visual text-tospeech synthesizer is developed by Cosatto et al. [21]
Chuang and Bregler [22] proposed a facial animation
method using a combination of motion capture data and
blendshape interpolation.
Our work is a hybrid method combining modelbased and sample-based animation with recognition
scheme. Text is generated after the visual speech
recognition system instead of typing by the user.

3. Visual speech recognizer
The proposed system as shown in Figure 3.1
consists of six components: (1) Registration of image
sequences, (2) Face region detection, (3) Lip region
detection, (4) Spatial-temporal sampling of image
sequences, (5) Training the resulted image sequences,
and (6) Recognition .
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Figure 3.1: Information flow of the proposed visual
speech system
3.1 Training image sequences
The sample image sequences were digitized at 30 fps,
24-bit per pixel (RGB) format. The image size of each

image is 352 by 240 pixels. Each sentence was recorded
10 times as the training image sequences.
3.2 Registration of image sequences
For registration of image sequences, we
implement multiscale affine and rigid (rotation and
translation) image registration algorithm [23]. An
affine flow field can be expressed as:
→

→

θ ( x, y ) = Α ( x , y ) ρ
→

where

ρ = (ρ1: ρ 2 : ρ 3: ρ 4 : ρ 5 : ρ 6

i

(3.1)

)Τ are the affine

parameters to be estimated and

⎛ 1 x − x0 y − y 0 0 0 0 ⎞
Α(x, y ) = ⎜⎜
⎟⎟
⎝ 0 0 0 1 x0 y − y 0 ⎠

general, M and N are fixed, but Kp is different in each
case (please see Table 1). The purpose of spatialtemporal sampling of image sequences is to adjust Kp
into a fixed number K. For every r and p, there are
image sequences Irp1, Irp2 ,.., Irpt where t is the number of
image sequences, say Kp. The difference in image
sequences is
(3.3)
di= || Irpi – I rp(i+1) ||, i=1, .., t-1.
Find the minimal index of di , say b. In other word,
b = arg(min (d i ))
(3.4)

(3.2).

All the sequences of images from the training and
test database are required to be registered as the same
base reference image such that all the images are in the
same position.
3.3 Lip Region Detection:
The motion of a face provides useful information for
detecting the face region even after image registration.
Frame difference accumulation is used to distinguish the
apparent moving part including the lip movement.
Figure 3.2(a) shows the summation of frame differences
displayed in gray level. Figure 3.2(b) shows the binary
image after global threshold [1].
The portions of eyes, mouth, eyebrow, nose, and a
few boundaries of head are segmented. In order to have
clear visualization, the detected features with green
color are overlapped onto original image and are shown
in Figure 3.3(b). For those detected figures, lips have
apparent visual color. As noted earlier, the RGB color
model is not well suited for describing colors for human
interpretation. In other words, the HSI model is an ideal
tool for color descriptions that are intuitive to humans.
Therefore, the transformation from RGB model to HSI
model is performed. The result is shown in Figure
3.3(c). The mouth portion has distinct feature from
other regions. Therefore, the lip region is easily detected
and is shown in Figure 3.3(d).
After finding the lip region, the center of lip region
is easily calculated by averaging the x-y coordinate of
all the pixels upon lip region. The registration and crop
processes are executed through all the image sequences.
Figure 3.4 shows some examples of cropped image
sequences.
3.4 Spatial-temporal sampling of image sequences

where i=1, .., t-1. Let
Itemp = ( Irpb + Irp(b+1))/2.
Then
Irpb=Itemp and Irp(b+1)=Itemp.

(3.5)
(3.6)

The algorithm is described as below:
Input : Irpq, r=1,...,M, p=1,…,n, q=1,..,Kp (Kp is
varied)
Output :Irpq, r=1,..,M, p=1,..,,N, q=1,..,K (K is fixed,
and K < Kp)
Step1: For every r and p, and those unmerged image
sequences, compute di, i=1,…,t-1, t is initialized as kp
Step2: Find the minimum of di
Step3: b = arg min d i , i = 1,...t − 1

(

i

)

Step4: Merge Irpb and Irp(b+1)
Step5: Tag Irpb as merged, t=t-1
Step6: If t<k then go to step1
After Spatial-Temporal Image difference (STID)
algorithm on all the image sequences, the resultant
number of image sequences is fixed, say K. For every
sentence r, the image sequences are listed as follows:
1st trained image sequences:Ir11,Ir12,-----,ir1k
2nd trained image sequences:Ir21,Ir22,----Ir2k
………
Nth trained image sequences :Irn1,Irn2,----Irnk
∧

∧

∧

Average trained image sequences: I r1 , I r 2 , L , I rk
Where
∧

I rc

⎛ N
⎞
= ⎜⎜ ∑ I ryc ⎟⎟
N , c = 1,...k
⎝ y =1
⎠

(3.7)

Now the trained image sequences for sentences are as
follows:
∧

∧

∧

∧

∧

∧

The 1st trained sentence: I 11 , I 12 , L , I 1k
The 2nd trained sentence: I 21 , I 22 , L , I 2 k
…………………

∧

∧

∧

The M trained sentence: I M 1 , I M 2 , L , I Mk
th

The overall image sequences are denoted as I rpq ,
where the sentence: r=1,..,M, training times: p=1,..,N,
and the decomposed image sequences: q=1,..,Kp. In

Figure 3.6 shows the example trained image sequences
after STID when K=10, where each column is the

sequence number of image, and each row indicates a
different sentence.
3.5 Recognition phase
Given a test image sequence T1, T2,….,TL, we
need to perform Spatial-Temporal Image difference
(STID) algorithm before recognition phase. After STID,
^

^

^

the test image sequences become T 1 , T 2 ,...., T k .
The Euclidean distance between the test image sequence
and trained image sequences is used as a measurement
of similarity.
The Euclidean distance between the ith
trained image sequences is defined as

E = (T −I ) + T −I
i

^

^

^

1

i1

2

(

+.....+ Tk −Iik ,i =1,....,M,
i2
^

^

^

(3.8)

)

where M is the number of sentences.
Then arg Min(E i ) is the index of the desired
i

sentence to be recognized.
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Table 4.2 : the recognition rate versus k
K
recognition rate
5
89%
10
91%
15
93%
20
94%
25
97%

4. Three-Dimensional Head Model Reconstruction
recognition rate
recognition rate

Three-dimensional face model reconstruction from
image sequences is a very challenging problem in
computer vision and graphics. Our goal is to reconstruct
a photo-realistic 3D face model in a short time by a
regular digital camera and personal computer. After
obtaining 3D head models of patients, we use them to
establish a vivid communication system for hearingimpaired and speech-impaired patients. In the following
subsections, techniques for establishing a 3D head
model are first presented and the vivid communication
system is finally explained and demonstrated.
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Figure 4.1: The recognition rate versus the fixed
number of frames after spatial-temporal algorithm.

4. Experimental Results
For the visual speech recognizer phase, the image
sequences are taken from regular desktop CCD camera
in the windows XP operating system. The image
formats are RGB-based and are saved as a sequence of
compressed JPEG images. The image sequences of
multiple sentences are the training and testing data. Ten
sentences were used as the trained sample data. Each
sentence was spoken 10 times by the same person. The
test data are also recorded by speaking 10 sentences and
each sentence 10 times. Table 4.1 shows the confusion
matrix of the test image sequences. From this table, the
first sentence is recognized as the first sentence nine
times and is recognized as the fourth sentence once.
Sentence 3, 4, 7,and 9 are recognized perfectly. The
recognition ratio for sentences 1,2,5,8, and 10 is 90%,
and for sentence 6 is only 60%. The overall recognition
ratio is 91% (for k=10). Table 4.2 shows the recognition
rate versus k. Note that the recognition rate is
proportional to the k value. Figure 4.1 shows the
recognition rate versus the fixed number of frames after
spatial-temporal algorithm.
Table 4.1: the confusion matrix of the test image sequence

5. Conclusions and Future Works
After medical or surgical therapeutic processes,
rehabilitation is the last resort to restore the capability of
communication. For speech and hearing disorders,
communication can usually be augmented by visual
stimulation, for example, by signs or text. Owing to the
development of the world-wide-web, not only can our
traditional oro-aural communication mode be replaced
by cyber-text and distant communication can also be
substituted but the communication mode of the speechor hearing-impaired people. For the proposed technique
of data analysis, we can also build a visual speech
recognition system for these patients, either for their
post-operation communication or for their later speech
rehabilitation period. Such system can also restore the
patient’s voice data before the operation and reconstruct
their voice by the visual speech recognizing and visual
analysis. The purpose of this research is to build a
visual education system, which recognizes the sentence
from the image sequences of hearing- or speechimpaired patients for communication and education.

The proposed system uses the spatial-temporal image
difference technique to recognize limited sentences
from the same speaker. The visual talking education
tool is developed for speech- or hearing-impaired
patients by showing the movement of lip to correct their
pronunciation. In addition, we reconstruct 3D heads of
patients in our visual communication system. The 3D
animation system helps the hearing-impaired patients in
communication.
Several works can be done in near future. For
example, the proposed system should be capable of
incorporating audio features for improving speech
recognition system, especially in noisy background
environment. The text-to-speech mechanism should be
included in the near feature to enable speech- or
hearing-impaired patients to communicate with normal
people more naturally.
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